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1. The purpose of the discipline - provide students with a clear idea of the basic techniques :

of professional activity of medical personnel aimed at creating favorable conditions for the
successful treatment of patients, relief of their condition and satisfaction of basic
physiological needs of the organism on the basis of deep knowledge and understanding of
ihe peculiarities of functioning of the body of the sick person, observing the principles of I

medical ethics and deontology.

2. Preliminary requirements for mastering or choosing a discipline:

t.successful mastering of the disciplines "Histology, cytology and embryolog/",
"Human physiology and enatomy", "Medical biology", "Medical chemistry", ,

"Bioorganic and biological chemistry", "Medical and biological physics",
"Microbiology, virology and immunology" .

2. The ability to independently apply lmowledge of human physiotogy and. anatomy,
histology of cytology and embryology, medical biology and other educational
disciplines for the solution of specific scientific and practical problems; work with
scientific and methodological literature.

3. Owning elementary skills of system analysis.

3. Annotation of the discipline:
Theeducationaldiscip1ine''Patientcare''isapartoftheprogramofprofessiona1hainingof
specialists of educational level "Master" for the educational program "Medicine". "Patient
care" is the first, obligatory clinical discipline, the study of which is intended to acquaint the
student with the work of medical institutions of a stationary type, the rules of contact with
patients, to lay the moral and ethical basis for further professional behavior. This discipline
involves the study of hygienic, preventive and therapeutic measures that fall within the 

l

competence of medical staff and are used to create comfortable conditions for the patient's 
.

stay in a medical institution, to facilitate the patient's rapid recovery, to prevent the
development of complications, as well as mastering the simplest manipulations of providing
first medical care in urgent conditions.

4. Tasks (training goals):
l.toprovidethatthestudentacquiresbasictheoretica1know1edgeneceSsaryforthe

organization of comfortable conditions for the patient's stay in a hospital and ensuring the

necessary care for him at all stages of treatment;

2. to ensure that the student acquires basic practical skills in the care of patients in a hospital

environment and the ability to determine and evaluate the general condition of the patient, 
I

the main parameters of his life and the rules for the vital needs of the organism;

3. To form students with moral and ethical and deontological qualities in professional

communication with the patient.

According to the requirements of the draft Standard of Higher Education of Ukraine (the
second (master's) level of higher education (the sixth level of the NQF of Ukraine), the l

branch of knowledge 22 "Health", specialty 222 "Medicine") discipline ensures the
acquisition of education of the following competencies:
integral:

the ability to solve typical and complex specialized tasks and practical problems in
professional health care activities, or in the process of learning that involves research 

i
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and I or innovation and is characterrzed by complexity and uncertainty of the

conditions and requirements;
general:

knowledge and understanding of the subject area (medicine) and the field of
professional activity;
ability to apply knowledge in practical situations;

skills of using information and communication technologies;

ability to communicate in the state language both verbally and in writing;

ability to communicate in one of the foreign languages, international scientific

communication;
ability to learn and master modern knowledge;

ability to abstract thinking, analysis and synthesis;

ability to assess and ensure the quality of the work performed;

ability to work independently and in a team;

ability to adapt and act in a new situation;

ability to make informed decisions;

skills of the interpersonal interaction;

certainty and persistence in relation to the tasks and duties taken;

ability to act socially responsible and consciously.

compliance with ethical and deontological aspects of professional activity and

intellectual honesty;

special (profes sional, subj ect matter) :

basic theoretical and methodological knowledge in the field of medical sciences and

on the boundary between subject areas;

ability to apply knowledge and skills in medical biology, bioorganic and biological
chemistry, medical and biological physics and other related sciences for solving the

problems of modern medicine;
ability to use knowledge and practical skills in the field of medical sciences and on

the boundary between subject fields for the study of different levels of organization
of the human body, physiological phenomena and processes;

ability to apply knowledge and understanding of basic physiological laws, theories

and concepts for solving specific medical problems;
patient survey apd review skills;
ability to carry out sanitary and preventive measures;

skills in performing medical manipulations;
ability to provide the necessary mode of staying a patient in a hospital for the

treatment of diseases;

ability to provide the appropriate nutrition in the treatment of diseases;

emergency medical care skills;
ability to maintain medical records.
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5. Results of studying in a discipline:

Results of studying
(1. to know; 2. to be able;

3. communication; 4 autonomy and
resnonsitrilitv)

Forms (and /
or methods

and
technologies)
of teaching

and learning

Methods of evaluation

Percentage
in the final
evaluation

of the
disciplineCod

Results of studying

1 To know
1.1 Ethical norrns, algorithms for

providing the mode of stay in the
hospital during the treatment

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work 1, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions:

1

t.2. A system of sanitary and preventive
measures in the conditions of a
medical hospital

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work 1, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions:

1.3. System of official document
circulation in professional work of
medical personnel, including
modern computer information
technolosies

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work 1, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions:

7

1.4. Standard patient survey schemes Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work l, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions:

7

1.5. Algorithm of emergency medical
relp (cardiac and respiratory arrest)

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work 1, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions:

7

1.6. Principles of organization of
rational nutrition, the basis of the
appointment of a diet in the
treatment of diseases, principles
and methods of promoting a

healthv lifestvle

Independent
work

Module control work 1,2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions;

7

) Io be able
2.1 Conduct a conversation with the

patient (including the chiJd), based
cn algorithms and standards;

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work l, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions;
Demonstrate the skills of the

practical skills considered in the
course:

7

2.2. Or ganize the sanitary-and-hygienic
md curative and protective regimes
cf the main units of the hospital,
oromote healthv lifestvles:

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work l, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions;

7

2.3. Based on in-depth knowledge about
of human, its organs and systems to
carry out the medical manipulations
provided by the program;

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work 1,2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions;
Demonstrate the skills of the

practical skills considered in the
course:

9

2.4. Ensure the physician's prescribed
mode of physical activity and rest

Practical
lesson

independent

Module control work l, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions:

7
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in the treatment of the disease; work

2.5. To provide emergency medical
help at an urgent state - to conduct
indirect heart massage and artificial
breathing;

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Module control work l, 2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions;
Demonstrate the skills of the

practical skills considered in the
course:

9

2.6. Ensure the physician's prescribed
diet and conditions of food intake.

Independent
work

Module control work 1,2,3;
assessment of oral / written answers

/ additions:

7

3 Communication
3.1 Demonstrate communication in

dialogue with colleagues and with
the patient; to effectively form a
communication strategy in dealing
with the patient

Practical
lesson

independent
work

Assessment of oral answers /
additions;

Demonstrate the skills of the
practical skills considered in the

course;

7

Autonomv and liabilitv
4.1 To be guided by the fundamental

questions and theories of patient
care; to conduct selection and
analysis of modern literature on this
medical field, use it, as well as data
processing programs for planning,
obtaining and analyzing the results
of its own research work

Independent
work

Assessment of presentations /
reports on current issues ofcare for

patients

5
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6. The ratio of results of studying discipline with programmatic learning outcomes

-------..-Learning outcomes of the
---------.- discipline (code)

Pro gra m lea rnin g---------_
outcomes (title) -----..\

FI ?a i+ ra \c)
6l

N
6l

(t)

N
!f,
FI

iA
al

\o
6l (t) d

Be able to communicate in dialogue
mode in Ukrainian and foreign
languages with colleagues and
tarset audience

+ +

Use libraries, information databases,

online resources to find the
information vou need

+

Understand the basic terms,
concepts, principles, theories and
laws in the field of medical sciences
and on the verge ofsubiect areas.

+ + + + + + + + + +

Demonstrate knowledge of
fundamental physiological
processes, structure and functions of
the human bodv.

+ + + +

Apply in professional activity
methods of determining the state of
vital functions of the bodv.

+ + +

Analyze age features of organism
functions and their rezulation.

+ + + + + + + + +

Demonstrate the ability to maintain
medical records, accounting and
reoortins documentation.

-r + + + +
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7. Scheme formation of mark.

7.1. Forms of student evaluation:

- semester assessment:

1. Modular control work l - PH LI. - 1.5, 2.1 - 2.5,3.1. (blockof topics in Section I)
- 14 points / 7 points

2. Modular control work 2 - PH LL - 1.5, 2.1 - 2.5, 3.1. (block of topics in Section 2)
- I3 points / 6.5 points

3. Modular control work 3 - PH I.I. - 1.5, 2.1 - 2.5, 3.1. (btock of topics in Section 3)
- 13 points / 6.5 points

4. Oral and written answers / additions - PH L1. - 1.5, 2.1 - 2.s, 3.1. - 60 points / 30 points
- final evaluation: in the form of credit
The final score with the educational component, the final form of control for which the count iscredit, is defined as the sum of marl$ (points) for al[ successfully evaluaid learning outcomes.

Marks below the minimum threshord areiot addid to thefinal score.
Mandatory for a positive final score (60 points and above and "enrolled,,) is the completion oJ'

all practical classes.

It is not allowed to retake the semester control in order to improve the positive assessment.

7 .2. Organization of evaluation :

Module control worl<s I, 2 and 3 are carried out afier the completion of practical classesfrom
Sections I, 2 and 3, respectively.

Tlte assessment oforal answers and additions is made during the semester duringpractical classes.
7.3. Validity Scale

Passed 60-100
Fail 0-59



8. Structure of the discipline. Thematic plan

J\b Section titles and themes
Number of hours

Practical
lessons

Independent
work *

I Section 1. Structure and main tasks of patient care in the
general system of treatment of patients with therapeutic
profile

10 40

z Topic 1. General and Special Patient Care. Organization oT
Therapeutics Depart{nent Work 2

J. Independent work. Historical milestones of medical aid
formation for sick people. Determination of role and place of
patient care in medical diagnostic process, conception about its
structure and conditions of implementation. Mental, ethical and
deontological qualities of a medical specialist. Basic professional
duties of medical staff in patient care. principles of professional
subordination in the doctor-nurse-junior nurse system.
conception about medical guard, sanitary and clinical regimen of
the therapeutics department, role ofjunior medical staff in its
providing.
Main structural subdivisions of the therapeutics department.
Functions of admission department. patient reception and
registration. Documentation filled in the admission department
(book of registration of patient, in-patient medical card, statistics
card). Hygiene sanitation regimen of the admission department,
patient sanitation procedure. Transportation of patient to the
treatment department.
General characteristic of the therapeutics department, structure
and function. Duties of a junior nurse. Seat and organization of
work of nurse equipment of nurse's seat. organization of patient
visiting. Sanitary-hygienic regimen of the therapeutics
department. Preparation and application of disinfection solutions.
Peculiarities of the therapeutics department cleaning.

4. Topic Z,Patient Interview and Examination, Its Role in General
Condition Assessment 2

5. Independent work. Significance of patient interview in the
diagnostic process. Patient interview guide. The rules of patient
interview and generalizationof received data. Role of paiient
interview in the general.Assessment of patient condition.
Deontological peculiarities of patient interview. The main rules
of relatives interview, whose patient is in unconsciousness
condition or severely ill. Medical documentation, which are filled
on the base of patient interview.
Sequence of patient general examination. Determination of
general condition of the patient. consciousness, its disturbances
(inhibitory, irritative). Assessment of patient position in the bed,
oosture and gait. Rules of skin, mucous, subcutaneous fatty
tissue, muscles, skeletal system examination. Anthropom.iri"
measurement and determination of patient body constitution,
index of body and its role in fuither tactics of patient treatment.
Medical documentation, which are filled on the base of patient
examination.

6. Topic 3. Determination of Basic Indices of Hemodynamics and
Respiration. 2



J\E Section titles and themes

Number of hours
Practical
lessons

Independent
work *

Independent work. Pulse, its main properties. Method of pulse

examination on the radial arteries. Vessels, which are accessible

for palpation. The main rules of arrest artery and venous

bleeding, rules of tourniquet application. Blood pressure, blood
pressure measurement procedure on the brachial artery' Normal
value of blood pressure. First premedical aid in blood pressure

increase or decrease.

The main rules of determination of rate, depth, types, rhythm of
resoiration. First premedical aid in cough, dyspnea, asthma.

10

8.
Topic 4. Enteral drug Use 2

9. Independent work. Drug classification according to type of
administration in the orgaqism. Forms of drugs. Role and duties

of medical stuff in providing of patient by drugs. Rules of solid
and liquid forms of drugs hand out for oral administration.
Principles of drug storage.
Mechanism of action on the body of physiotherapy procedures.

Application of mustard plasters, compresses, hot-water bottles,
ice pack. General indications and contraindications for its
application. Rules of cupping glasses, hot-water bottles, ice pack

cleaning after using.
The simplest phototherapy and hydrotherapy procedures. The

rules of bath and instruments cleaning, which were used in
procedures. The peculiarities of the cleaning of rooms for
physiotherapy procedures. Patient care during physiotherapy
procedures and first premedical aid in cases of complications.

10. Independent work. Role of clinical nutrition in the treatment
process. Concept about clinical nutrition and individual diets.

Organization of clinical nutrition in the therapeutics department.
Formation of menus and its usage. The order of food hand out.
Feeding of seriously ill patients in severely bed regimen. Oral
and parenteral methods of artificial administration of nutrients in
the body. Nutrition of elderly and senile age people. Indications
for artificial nutrition of patients.

t1 Tonic 6. Parenteral drue use 2

t2. Independent work. Preparation of the manipulation table for
work. Technique for subcirtaneous, intramuscular, intravenous
injection. Antibiotic dose calculation. Rules for filling infusion
and intravenous infusion systems. Basic requirements for
di sinfection. pre- sterili zation cleaning o f to ols.

7

13. Module control work I a
J

t4. Section 2. Care for Surgical Patients l0 40

15. Topic 6. lntroduction to surgery. Organization of work in a clean
dressing room. Desmurgy.

2

16. Independent work. Stages of Surgery Development, domestic
surgical schools; the organization of surgical care in Ukraine.
Rules of conduct in a surgical clinic. The question of surgical
deontology. The structure of the surgical clinic. The concept of
hygiene in a surgical hospital with the aim of preventing the
spread of hospital infection.

4
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J\} Section titles and themes

Number of hours
Practical
lessons

Independent
work *

Organization of work in a clean dressing room. Desmurgy,
dressing material. Typical bandage bandages. Care for patients

operated on the organs of the abdominal cavtty, the perineum, the

limbs. Bandaees on the abdomen, perineum, limbs
17. Tonic 7. Care for patients with purulent pathology. 2

18. Independent work. Features of care for patients with purulent
pathology. Organization of purulent dressing. Features dressing

and caring for patients with anaerobic infection. Disposal of
dressins material contaminated with purulent discharge.

10

19. Topic 8. General and special care for severe sick and agonic

oatients.
2

20. Independent work. General rules of care after in-patient,
seriously ill and moribund patients. Providing of comfortable
position in the bed, prophylaxis of bedsore, personal hygiene,

changing of bed clothes and underclothing, using of bedpans and

urinals. Intestinal cleansing methods. Application of flatus tube

and enemas. Types of enemas, methods and technique of their
application, methods of disinfection and storage of equipment for
enemas.

Concept about clinical and biological death. The main criteria of
biological death. Resuscitation. Method and technique of the

basic resuscitation: artificial lung ventilation'mouth-to-mouth'
and 'mouth-to-nose', external cardiac massage. Guidelines of
handline with comse.

2T Topic 9. Sterilization of dressing material and operating lingerie.
Organization of work in an operating room. Surgical treatment of
the surseon's hands and the surgical field.

2

22. Independent work. lntroduction to the method of manufacturing
napkins, tampons, balls. Preparation of surgical linen and

dressing material for sterilization, laying methods in the

Shyhmelbush bixie. Structure and work of autoclave, safety
equipment. Methods of preparing the surgeon's hands for
surgery. Care of the surgeon outside the clinic. Operational field
processing. Structure of the operating unit. Types of cleaning.
Methods of transportation of patients in the operating room.
Rules of dressing for surgigal underwear.
Preparation of tools for sterilization. Preparation of washing and

disinfecting solutions. Tests on the quality of pre-sterilization
processing tools. Methods of sterilization of cutting, optical,
general surgical instruments. Types of suture material. Methods
of suturins material sterilization.

aa
LJ. Topic 10. Surgery, preparation of patients for surgery. Care of

oatients in the postoperative period.
2

24. Independent work. The concept of a surgical operation.
Preoperative period, his tasks. Features of patient's preparation
for planned and urgent operations. Preoperative period: care of
the skin of the patient, oral sanitation, hair shaving, cleansing of
the intestine with the help of climax, hygiene of clothes and

clothes of patients. Basic principles for the care of patients in the
oostooerative oeriod. Prevention of possible complications.

10

1l



i\b Section titles and themes

Number of hours
Practical
lessons

Independent
work *

Eatine sick. Features of care for the elderly.
25. Module control work 2 a

J

26. Section 3. Child care, its role in the medical process and
oreanization in the pediatric hospital.

10 40

27. Topic 11. Features of work pediatric hospital. Reception
department of the children's hospital. Hospitalization, sanitation
and transportation of sick children.

2

28. Independent work. Features of deontology in the work of health
workers with children and their relatives. Basic professional
duties ofjunior and middle medical personnel in children's
clinics and pediatric hospitals. Principles of professional
subordination in the system of pediatrician-nurse-junior medical
personnel. Moral-ethical and deontological principles of
formation of a medical specialist pediatric profile.
The structure of the pediatric hospital and the clinic. Main
departments and auxiliary units of the pediatric hospital and
clinics. Reception and registration of patients. Rules for filling in
the medical records of the children's clinic (history of the
development of a healthy child, a prophylactic vaccination card,
a doctor's home-doctor's journal, a dispensary's magazine, a visit
to a healthy child's cabinet) and a pediatric hospital (journal of
patients admission, medical card of the inpatient patient,
statistical map).

29. Topic 12. Features of hygiene of children of different age and
care of them in pediatric hospital. Organization of sanitary-
hygienic and anti-epidemic regime. Personal hygiene of medical
staff.

2

30. Independent work. Personal hygiene of children, depending on
gender and age. Newborn period. Adapting newborn babies.
Treatment of umbilical wound. Treatment of the oral cavity of a
child with mold. Care of the skin, eyes, nose, ears of children and
the year of life. Swaddling baby.
The concept of disinfection and sterilization of children's care
items (processing of measuring tables, pots, toys, bottles, nipples,
thermometers, sleeping tables after use).
Hygienic and therapeutic b3ths. Baby care with fever,
peculiarities of temperatureimeasurement in children of all ages.
Change of bed linen and bed linen. Features of her conducting in
seriously ill children. The main types of climatic techniques and
rules for their oresentation to children of all aees.

4

31. Tonic 13. Care for babv with fever. 2

32. Independent work. Role of temperature homeostasis in
providing of organism vital activity. Methods of body
temperature measurement. Thermometers, their structure,
storage, disinfection. Methods of body temperature measurement
by mercury thermometer. Modern thermometers - electrical,
liquid-crystal. Types of temperature curves. Registration of body
temperature and temperafure curves on the temperature sheet.
Care of patients with fever and hvpothermia.

11

33. Tonic 14. Accountine and rules for the storase of medicines. 2

t2



J\U Section titles and themes
Number of hours

Practical
lessons

Independent
work *

Features of the introduction of medicines in children.
34. Independent work. Rules for preserving medicines depending

on their group membership, the form of release and the
possibility of intercommunication in the closet. Record of potent
and narcotic substances and their rules of storage. Drug storage
space at the nurse's office.
The technique of the use of a child tablets, powders, medicines,
syrups, solutions for internal use. The technique of using candles
for rectal administration. Features of conducting intramuscular,
intravenous and subcutaneous injections to children. Features of
the use of eye and ear drops in children. Features of giving
inhalations to an earlv child.

9

35. Topic 15. Technique for conducting anthropometric
measurements in children of all ases.

2

36. Independent work. Procedure for using different types of
devices for mass measurement.
Varieties of devices for measuring the length of the body of
children of different ages. Method of measuring the head and
chest circumference. Assessment of the physical development of
children of all ages.

t0

37. Module control work 3 4
38. Total 30 120

* If there are changes to the training schedule, see Appendix 1

Total amount of 150 hours, including:
Practical classes - 30 hours.
Independent work - 120 hours.
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9. Recommended Sources:

Basic: (Basic)

1. Human Anatomy in three volumes A.S. Holovatskyi, V.H. Cherkasova,M.R.Sapin,

Ya.l. Fedonyuk/ Vinnytsia: Nova knyha, 2006,2007,2008.

2. Svyrydov O.I Human Anatomy. - Kyiv: \tyshcha shkola,2000.- 399p'

3. Prives M.G..Lysenkov N.K., Bushkevych V.I. Human Anatomy. - HypokratrSt. Petersburg: St

Petersburg house SPb MAPE,2004 -720p.

4. Human Anatomy ed. By Sapin M.RJ Moscow: Medicine, 1996, vol.l1,vol'11

5. Sinelnikov R.D. Atlas of Human Anatomy. - Moscow: Medicine, 2004,vol.l,"vol Il,vol.111, vol. [V.
6. The intemational anatomical nomenclature / edited by Bobryk l l,Koveshnikova V.H..- Kyiv: Health

2001 -32Sp.

1. Her.sxeHro B.3., Illyniuenr<o I.M., [i4riecrxa JI.A. .{ornfiA 3a xBopnir,tu (saranruufi i cueqia,nrHr'rfi

3 ocHoBaMu MeAcecrpraucrr<oi rexHiru): niApyq. Ans cryA. BHTII. MeA. HaBq. saxr. IV pinnx

aKpeAr4rarlii. - K.: 3gopon'x, 2013. - 591 c.

2. Koeanroea O.M., Jliconnfi B.M., LUesqeuKo C.I., @porosa T.I. [ornxg 3a xBopHMu (nparcuara):

riApy'r. Anfl cryA. BHrrI. MeA. sarn. ocsiru III-IV pinHin aKpeAI{raIIii.- Blra 3-te, runp. - K.:

MeAurlnna ,201.5 . - 488 c.

3. Kaceeu.r H.M. 3aranurufi gorrt.f,A 3a xBopuuu i MeAraqHa uaHiuyrxqifiHa rexsira: nigpyr. AJUI cryA.

Br4rq. MeA. HaBq. saKr. I-ilI pinnin aKpeArrrarlii I sa peg. B.I. JInreuHeHKa. - 7-v,c BVA., BI{rp. - K. :

MeAzrruHa,2017. - 424 c.

4. Tsxxa O.8., Anrouxina A.M., Bauoxoea M.M., Ka:axona JI.M., Ilylair T.I. ra in. Ocuonu AorntAy
sa AimMr.r. Texuira nixyea;rrulrx rporleAyp i uaninyurqifi: Has.{. uoci6. Ant MeA. BH3 III-IV p.a. -
2-re sul'. I zaper,. O.B. T.sxroi. - K. : MeAIaIInna,2014. - 152 c.

Additional:

1. ,{ornx4 3a xBopraMu i ueAuqua rr,rauiuynxqifiHa rexuixa: Has.r.noci6sprx /JI.C. Canra, JI.I. PasiHxona,

O.I. Kouap; 3a peA. JI.M. Koeanbqyra, O.B. KonoHoBa. - 3-e yug., nepepo6n. i Aonoe. - K.: BCB
"Me4uquua",2017. - 600 c.

2. ,{ponon O.I. , Cunnannfi B.O., Kosanrcrra I.O., Crcouaponcmut O.A., KprcuuHa e.A. Kypc nexqifi
3 3ararrbHoi xipyprii: HaBq.-Meroa. noci6. Anr cryA. Br4rrl. MeA. saxn. III-IV pinHin aKpeAHraIIii - Bua.
2-re, gor,.. - K.:, 2011. - 487 c.

3. Ocsonu AormAy :a xipypriqHlrMr.r xBopr.rMn: HaBqaJbno-MeroArrrHufi noci6ru.tK An,a cryrenris
BMH3 IV pinnx axpeAr,rrarlii / lllpaeftr<o I.A., JliroHesro O.B., r{opna I.O., 3y6axa A.E., ,{irrxp LI.,
Cropoxeurco O.B. - flomana, 2015. - 160 c.

4. Borocoseqr O.fI., Mapxenuv B.E., Tapacona I.B., Jlo6oaa A.M. Heonarorori.s: HaBq.-Meroa. noci6.

- Cyrrara : Cpr{V, 20IL -214 c.

5. flpar<rurcyu 3 rrponeAesruqHoi ne4iarpii 3 AorJrrAoM sa AirsN{Ia I 3a pen. B.f. Mafiaauuur<a, K.,{.

Aycn. - K.: 3sauux Yxpainu ,2002.- 356 c.

6. KannraH T.B. llponeAeBrr,rKa AercKr{x 6oresuefi c yxoAoM 3a AerbMLI, - Bnssaqa,2004. -791 c.

10. Additional resources:
Informational:

1. -fleopcrxlrfi O.f. DVD-Qinrna <<,{ornx4 3a xBopr.rMr.r. Ocsonn MeA cecrpl{scrroi crpaBl4)) (y 2-*
qacrrruax) / -flnopcrrufi O.f., ayaio- ra siAeolaarepianu, 20t3.

2. -f,nopcrrnfi O.f. DvD-$inrrr,r <OHxA xBoporo. Ocroeu MeA cecrprtrcrroi crpaBn)) (y 2-x
vacruuax) / -fleopcrr<lrfi O.f., ayaio- ra siAeolvlarepialu, 2013.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

n

Haxag MO3 Yxpaisu Ns'152 nh 4.04.2005 <flpo 3arBepAxceHHx flporoKoJly MeAI{qHoro AorrI{Ay 3a

3AopoBoro HoBoHapoAx(eHoro Ar.rrr.rHoro). [enerrpoHHnft pecypc]- Pexzu Aocryny:
http ://mozdocs.kiev.ua

fny6orzfiaHanr,rcpa3Hrrxcnoco6oBr,r3MepeHr,rrreMrreparypblTeJla y .uerefi [enexrpoHuufi pecypc] -
Pexuu Aocryny: http://www.gradusnik.ru/rus/ doctor/ped/wl 0md-termometr/

Haxag MO3 YxpaiHu it 798 eia 21.09.2010[po 3arBeppKeHns MeroAI{TIHLIX perouen4aIlifi
"Xipypri.rHa ra ririeHivna o6po6Ka pyK MeAr.rqHoro repcoHany" [ererrpouuuir pecypc]. - Pexnu
4ocryny: http : //meds o ft.ucoz.ua

Haxas MO3 YrpaiHu Ns 110 eia 14,02.2012 flpo sarnepAxeHHt Soprur nepnuHnoi o6nixoeoi

AoKyMeHTaqii ra iHcrpyxqifi rr1oAo ix sauoeHeHHr, rqo BuKopr4croByrorbc{ y 3aKnaAax oxopoHl4

s4opon'r He3anelxHo ni4 Soprrau eracHocri ra ni4nopxAKyBaHHt fenexrpoHuuft pecypc]. - Pexnla

4ocrlmy: http ://medsoft.ucoz.ua

Harag MO3 Yrpainz Ns 223 eiry 22.10.1993 llpo s6ip, sneaapaxeHHt ra 3Aaqy BLIKopI4craHI,Ix

MeAr4rrHr{x nnpo6in oAHopa3oBoro 3acrocyBaHHr ig unacrrrHl4x Mac [enercponnufi pecypc]. -
Pexuu 4ocryny:http ://medsoft .ucoz.ua

Iumepuem-pecypcu:
3 reu <<3ararnnufi oru.sA xBoporo)
http://www.meddean.luc.edu/lumen/meded/medicine/pulmonar/pd/contents.htm
htp ://meded.ucsd. edu/clinicalmed/

3 nvraur eruKo-AeoHrorori.{Hr4x acneris po6oru MeAVrIHoro npaqinuuxa:
http://archive.nbuv.gov.ualportal/soc_gum/vzhdu/201 1_57lvip-57-13.pdf
hap:llarchive.nbuv.gov.ualportal/chem_biol/Mosv/2012Jldatalarticle22.pdf.
http:llarchive.nbuv.gov.ualportal/Soc_GumA{pd/2012_ll2neranov.pdf .
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